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Dedicated and focused with years experience. Excels at prioritizing, completing 
multiple tasks simultaneously and following through to achieve project goals. 
Organized, professional, and works effectively on teams, as well as independently.

EXPERIENCE

Registration/order Entry Clerk
ABC Corporation - DECEMBER 2004 – FEBRUARY 2011

 Review and process all intercompany customer purchase orders 
within 24 hours of receipt.

 Complete pricing updates daily to maintain minimal disruption of the 
invoicing process.

 Confirm and acknowledge all customer purchase orders with respect 
to pricing accuracy and appropriate lead times as per established 
policies and procedures.

 Interact with customers engineering teams to acquire necessary 
documentation to provide our engineering team.

 Responsible for information to meet our customers requirements and 
follow up with necessary paperwork to assist the expeditious flow of 
the ECN (engineering change notice) process.

 Assist all associates with their needs and requests as it pertains to 
major responsibilities always promoting positive responsive customer 
satisfaction.

 Assisted with downloads from the handheld computer, written reports
and digital photographs downloaded as needed.

Order Entry Clerk 
ABC Corporation - 2002 – 2004

 This was a work at home position working for the IRS as an order 
entry clerk, this involved answering calls and ordering the appropriate
forms or referring individuals or companies to the appropriate agency 
to help them with their problems.

 This was a very fast environment as the call load was over 1,000 calls
a day to our division.

 Maintained a quality analysis of 100% while doing this job.
 To do this one had to order the correct forms, get the correct mailing 

address, and the correct name of the person or business calling.
 ASM 2009 - 2010 I covered a two state territory for ASM handling 

fixed accounts and trouble shooting problem accounts as they arose.
 Was an account representative for several major retail brands and 

was responsible for proper levels of stock and checking existing 
inventories with a hand held computer.
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 My work was reported on daily with downloads from the hand held 
computer, written reports and digital photographs downloaded as 
needed..

EDUCATION

 Business Management/Marketing - 2010(Indiana University - South 
Bend, IN)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Customer Service Experience.
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